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(54) Image forming apparatus and method of forming image

(57) An image forming apparatus includes a plurality
of photosensitive media, a light source unit which com-
prises a plurality of light sources, a polygon mirror which
deflects a plurality of beams output from the plurality of
light sources into the plurality of photosensitive media
using a plurality of reflective surfaces, a beam detector
which receives beams reflected from the polygon mirror
during a rotating process of the polygon mirror, and out-
puts a beam detection signal, and a horizontal sync signal

generator which receives the beam detection signal and
counts beam reflecting times during which the beams are
reflected from the plurality of reflective surfaces, and
compares the plurality of counted beam reflecting times
with the compensation values calculated for the reflective
surfaces, respectively, generates a horizontal sync sig-
nal for a corresponding reflective surface, and provides
the horizontal sync signal to the light source unit.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to an image form-
ing apparatus and a method of forming an image, and
more particularly, to an image forming apparatus which
generates a horizontal synchronization (sync) signal to
compensate for a deviation in reflective surfaces of a
polygon mirror in order to prevent deterioration of printing
quality, and a corresponding method of forming an im-
age.
[0002] It is common that image forming apparatuses
using an electrophotographic method, such as laser
printers, copiers, multi-function peripherals, and facsim-
ile machines include a laser scanning unit. The image
forming apparatus forms an electrostatic latent image on
a surface of a photosensitive medium using laser beams
output from the laser scanning unit, transfers the elec-
trostatic latent image to paper, and prints a desired im-
age.
[0003] Since the image forming apparatus should out-
put a video signal (or image) to be printed to the photo-
sensitive medium on time, the image forming apparatus
is required to generate a horizontal sync signal to control
an outputting time of the video signal without error.
[0004] Therefore, the conventional image forming ap-
paratus is equipped with the same number of beam de-
tectors as light sources provided in the laser scanning
unit in order to detect beams output from the plurality of
light sources and reflected, and generates a horizontal
sync signal with reference to a beam detection signal of
each light source.
[0005] However, there has been an attempt to use a
single beam detector regardless of the number of light
sources for the purpose of saving the cost of materials.
[0006] Referring to FIG. 1, the image forming appara-
tus generates two horizontal sync signals (Hsync) by ap-
plying a predetermined time offset according to a beam
detection signal (BD) output from a single beam detector.
In this case, video data signals (VDO Data) are generated
with reference to the horizontal sync signals (Hsync),
and, while the video data signals (VDO Data) are gener-
ated, beams projected from the light sources enter a sur-
face of a photosensitive medium through a polygon mirror
and a reflective mirror, thereby forming a latent image.
[0007] In FIG. 1, it is assumed that the polygon mirror
is ideally manufactured. That is, since there is no devia-
tion in the reflective surfaces of the polygon mirror, hor-
izontal sync signals (Hsync (M,Y)), which generate video
data signals (M, Y VDO Data) using beams that are emit-
ted from light sources but are not directly detected by the
beam detector, can be easily estimated using the beam
detection signal (BD) detected by the beam detector.
[0008] If there is no deviation in the reflective surfaces
of the polygon mirror as described above, the horizontal
sync signals (Hsync (M, Y)) for the light sources that have
no beam detector can be generated, predicting a starting
point at which the video data signals (M, Y VDO Data)
are generated exactly, using a length of the reflective

surface of the polygon mirror and a rotation phase differ-
ence of the polygon mirror.
[0009] However, if there is a deviation in the reflective
surfaces of the polygon mirror, the incoming beam de-
tection signal (BD) has a different period according to
each reflective surface of the polygon mirror, and thus,
it is impossible to generate an exact horizontal sync sig-
nal. As a result, image quality deteriorates as shown in
view (b) of FIG. 8.
[0010] As described above, since image quality may
deteriorate if there is a deviation in the reflective surfaces
of the polygon motor, the related-method using two beam
detectors and detecting a beam detection signal for every
light source should be used, or a strict criterion for judging
defectiveness of the polygon motor should be estab-
lished in order to prevent a deviation in the reflective sur-
faces. However, there is a problem in that these methods
result in increased material costs.
[0011] One or more exemplary embodiments provide
an image forming apparatus which generates a horizon-
tal sync signal to compensate for a deviation in reflective
surfaces of a polygon mirror in order to prevent deterio-
ration of printing quality, and a method of forming an im-
age thereof.
[0012] Additional features and utilities of the present
general inventive concept will be set forth in part in the
description which follows and, in part, will be obvious
from the description, or may be learned by practice of
the general inventive concept.
[0013] The foregoing and/or other features and utilities
of the present general inventive concept may be
achieved by providing an image forming apparatus in-
cluding a plurality of photosensitive media, a light source
unit which includes a plurality of light sources, a polygon
mirror which deflects a plurality of beams output from the
plurality of light sources into the plurality of photosensitive
media using a plurality of reflective surfaces, a beam de-
tector which receives one beam that is output from one
of the plurality of light sources and reflected from the
polygon mirror during a rotating process of the polygon
mirror, and outputs a beam detection signal, a controller
which calculates compensation values for the plurality of
reflective surfaces using periods of the beam detection
signals of the plurality of reflective surfaces, and a hori-
zontal sync signal generator which receives the beam
detection signals and counts beam reflecting times dur-
ing which the beams are reflected from the plurality of
reflective surfaces, and compares the plurality of counted
beam reflecting times and the compensation values cal-
culated for the reflective surfaces, respectively, gener-
ates a horizontal sync signal for a corresponding reflec-
tive surface, and provides the horizontal sync signal to
the light source unit.
[0014] The horizontal sync signal generator may in-
clude a receiver which receives the beam detection sig-
nals output from the beam detector, a plurality of time
offset counters which receive the beam detection signals
and counts beam reflecting times during which the beams
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are reflected from the plurality of reflective surfaces, and
a comparator which compares the plurality of beam re-
flecting times calculated by the plurality of time offset
counters and the compensation values calculated for the
reflective surfaces, respectively, generates a horizontal
sync signal for a corresponding reflective surface, and
outputs the horizontal sync signal.
[0015] The controller may calculate a compensation
value for a certain reflective surface from among the plu-
rality of reflective surfaces by adding periods of the beam
detection signals for the plurality of reflective surfaces
except for the certain reflective surface.
[0016] The controller may calculate the compensation
value for each of the plurality of reflective surfaces as a
value greater than the period of the beam detection signal
of each of the plurality of reflective surfaces.
[0017] The foregoing and/or other features and utilities
of the present general inventive concept may also be
achieved by providing a method of forming an image of
an image forming apparatus which includes a plurality of
photosensitive media, a plurality of light sources, and a
polygon mirror including a plurality of reflective surfaces,
the method including deflecting a plurality of beams out-
put from the plurality of light sources into the plurality of
photosensitive media using the plurality of reflective sur-
faces of the polygon mirror, receiving one beam that is
output from one of the plurality of light sources and re-
flected from the polygon mirror, and outputting a beam
detection signal, calculating compensation values for the
plurality of reflective surfaces using periods of the beam
detection signals of the plurality of reflective surfaces,
and receiving the beam detection signals and counting
beam reflecting times during which the beams are re-
flected from the plurality of reflective surfaces, and com-
paring the plurality of counted beam reflecting times and
the compensation values calculated for the reflective sur-
faces, respectively, and generating a horizontal sync sig-
nal for a corresponding reflective surface.
[0018] The generating the horizontal sync signal may
include receiving the beam detection signals output from
the beam detector, receiving the beam detection signals
and counting beam reflecting times during which the
beams are reflected from the plurality of reflective sur-
faces, and comparing the plurality of counted beam re-
flecting times and the compensation values calculated
for the reflective surfaces, respectively, generating a hor-
izontal sync signal for a corresponding reflective surface,
and outputting the horizontal sync signal.
[0019] The calculating the compensation values may
include calculating a compensation value for a certain
reflective surface from among the plurality of reflective
surfaces by adding periods of the beam detection signals
for the plurality of reflective surfaces except for the certain
reflective surface.
[0020] The calculating the compensation values may
include calculating the compensation value for each of
the plurality of reflective surfaces as a value greater than
the period of the beam detection signal of each of the

plurality of reflective surfaces.
[0021] The foregoing and/or other features and utilities
of the present general inventive concept may also be
achieved by providing a scanning unit usable in an image
forming apparatus, comprising a light source, a polygon
mirror to deflect a plurality of beams outputted from the
light source using a plurality of reflective surfaces thereof,
a beam detector to detect one of the deflected beams to
output a beam detection signal, and a horizontal sync
signal generator to output a horizontal sync signal to the
light source according to a comparison between a
number of counted beam reflecting times and a compen-
sation value corresponding to the reflective surface.
[0022] These and/or other features and utilities of the
present general inventive concept will become apparent
and more readily appreciated from the following descrip-
tion of the embodiments, taken in conjunction with the
accompanying drawings of which:

FIG. 1 is a view illustrating a related-art horizontal
sync signal which is generated in an ideal image
forming apparatus;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an image form-
ing apparatus according to an exemplary embodi-
ment of the present general inventive concept;
FIG. 3 is a view illustrating a laser scanning unit
which is provided in the image forming apparatus
according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present general inventive concept;
FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating a horizontal sync
signal generator according to a first exemplary em-
bodiment of the present general inventive concept;
FIG. 5 is a timing chart illustrating a horizontal sync
signal which is generated in the image forming ap-
paratus according to the first exemplary embodiment
of the present general inventive concept;
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a horizontal sync
signal generator according to a second exemplary
embodiment of the present general inventive con-
cept;
FIG. 7 is a timing chart illustrating a horizontal sync
signal which is generated in the image forming ap-
paratus according to the second exemplary embod-
iment of the present general inventive concept;
FIG. 8 is a view illustrating a result of printing by
applying a horizontal sync signal according to an ex-
emplary embodiment of the present general inven-
tive concept; and
FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating a method of forming
an image of an image forming apparatus according
to an exemplary embodiment of the present general
inventive concept.

[0023] Reference will now be made in detail to the em-
bodiments of the present general inventive concept, ex-
amples of which are illustrated in the accompanying
drawings, wherein like reference numerals refer to the
like elements throughout. The embodiments are de-
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scribed below in order to explain the present general in-
ventive concept while referring to the figures.
[0024] The matters defined in the description, such as
detailed construction and elements, are provided to as-
sist in a comprehensive understanding of exemplary em-
bodiments. Thus, it is apparent that exemplary embodi-
ments can be carried out without those specifically de-
fined matters. Also, functions or elements known in the
related art are not described in detail since they would
obscure the exemplary embodiments with unnecessary
detail.
[0025] FIG. 2 illustrates an image forming apparatus
1000 according to an exemplary embodiment.
[0026] Referring to FIG. 2, an image forming apparatus
1000 according to an exemplary embodiment includes a
laser scanning unit 100, a controller 200, a horizontal
sync signal generator 300, a communication interface
400, a user interface 500, and a storage 600.
[0027] At least a portion of the laser scanning unit 100,
at least a portion of the controller 200, and the horizontal
sync signal generator 300 may be referred to as a scan-
ning control unit to control a laser scanning operation.
[0028] The laser scanning unit 100 is an element that
forms an electrostatic latent image on a surface of a pho-
tosensitive medium using laser beams outputted from a
light source, transfers the electrostatic latent image to
paper, and prints a desired image, as described above.
The laser scanning unit 100 may include a light source
unit 10, a beam detector 20, a polygon mirror 30, and a
photosensitive medium 40.
[0029] The light source unit 10 includes a light source
which generates and outputs laser beams. The light
source may use, for example, a semiconductor diode.
The light source unit 10 may include a plurality of light
sources, and, as shown in FIG. 3, may include the plu-
rality of light sources which are symmetrical vertically with
reference to the polygon mirror 30.
[0030] In this case, a first light source may output
beams to form black and cyan colors, and a second light
source may output beams to form magenta and yellow
colors. The first light source may be horizontally divided
with reference to a reflective surface of the polygon mir-
ror, so that an upper side outputs a beam to form black
color and a lower side outputs a beam to form cyan color.
The second light source may be horizontally divided like
the second light source, and may output beams to form
magenta and yellow colors.
[0031] The light source unit 10 may output beams cor-
responding to a video data signal under the control of the
controller 200.
[0032] Hereinafter, the light sources of the light source
unit 10 will be referred to as K and C light sources to form
black and cyan colors, and M and Y light sources to form
magenta and yellow colors.
[0033] The beam detector 20 receives one beam that
is outputted from one of the plurality of light sources and
reflected in the rotating process of the polygon mirror,
and outputs a beam detection signal. The beam detector

20 is disposed at a predetermined location. If a beam
outputted from one of the plurality of light sources is re-
flected at a predetermined angle of the polygon mirror,
the beam detector 20 detects the beam through its own
light sensor and outputs a beam detection signal.
[0034] The beam detector 20 may be referred to as a
beam detect (BD) sensor.
[0035] According to an exemplary embodiment, the
beam detector 20 is positioned only on a scan path of
one of the K and C light sources and the M and Y light
sources, and not on a scan path of the other light sources.
The scan path is a path through which a beam output
from a light source is reflected and passes.
[0036] Hereinafter, for the convenience of explanation,
the beam detection signals that are generated by the
beam detector 20 detecting beams outputted from the K
and C light sources is referred to as BD (K, C), and it is
assumed that the beam detector 20 is positioned on the
scan path of the K and C light sources.
[0037] The polygon mirror 30 deflects a plurality of
beams outputted from the plurality of light sources into a
plurality of photosensitive media using a plurality of re-
flective surfaces. The beams outputted from the light
source unit 10 are reflected by the reflective surfaces of
the rotating polygon mirror 30 along predetermined scan
paths.
[0038] The polygon mirror 30 is comprised of reflective
surfaces of, for example, a cube shape having an angle
of 90°, and includes a motor and thus may be rotated.
Although other shapes may be used, an ideal polygon
mirror 30 having a cube shape includes reflective surfac-
es of a square shape of an exact 90° angle and is rotated
at a constant speed, but an actually produced polygon
mirror 30 has a difference in lengths of the reflective sur-
faces or a difference in the phases of the rotation and
thus may cause a deviation in the reflective surfaces.
[0039] In this specification, the reflective surfaces of
the polygon mirror 30 will be referred to as a first surface,
a second surface, a third surface, and a fourth surface
for the convenience of explanation.
[0040] The photosensitive medium 40 holds a latent
image after being scanned by the beams reflected from
the polygon mirror 30, attaches a developer onto the la-
tent image, transfers the image to paper, and prints a
desired image. In general, the photosensitive medium 40
is a drum type which is called a photosensitive drum.
[0041] For example, if the image forming apparatus is
a color printer, the image forming apparatus may include
a plurality of photosensitive media for black, cyan, ma-
genta, and yellow and may form a color image.
[0042] There is a section on the photosensitive medi-
um 40 on which an image is formed by scanned beams,
that is, an effective scan width. To form the effective scan
width constantly a horizontal sync signal may be used.
In this case, the light source unit 10 may start to output
a video data signal (VDO data) using the horizontal sync
signal.
[0043] Each of the elements of the laser scanning unit
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100 has been described above. Detailed arrangements
of the elements of the laser scanning unit 100 will be
explained further below with reference to FIG. 3.
[0044] Referring to FIG. 2, controller 200 calculates a
compensation value of each of the plurality of reflective
surfaces using a period of the beam detection signal re-
flected from each of the plurality of reflective surfaces.
The compensation value may be calculated using the
period of the beam detection signal which is generated
by the beam detector 20 detecting the beam reflected
from each of the reflective surfaces of the polygon mirror
30.
[0045] The compensation value refers to a value that
is needed to generate a horizontal sync signal of a light
source that does not have the beam detector 20. The
controller 200 may compensate for a deviation in the re-
flective surfaces of the polygon mirror 30 using the com-
pensation value, and may generate an exact horizontal
sync signal with respect to the light source without the
beam detector 20.
[0046] According to an exemplary embodiment, since
the beam detector 20 is in position for the K and C light
sources, the controller 200 may generate horizontal sync
signals for the K and C light sources by applying a pre-
determined time offset with reference to the BD (K, C).
However, since the beam detector 20 is not positioned
for the M and Y light sources, the controller 200 may
generate horizontal sync signals for the M and Y light
sources by applying compensation values and a prede-
termined time offset with reference to the BD (K, C).
[0047] A method of calculating a compensation value
will be explained in detail below with reference to FIGS.
5 and 7.
[0048] Referring again to FIG. 2, the controller 200 con-
trols the elements of the image forming apparatus 1000.
If the controller 200 receives printing data from a printing
control apparatus 2000, the controller 200 may control
the storage 600 to temporarily store the received printing
data.
[0049] The controller 200 may control the laser scan-
ning unit 100 and the horizontal sync signal generator
300 to perform half-toning with respect to the stored print-
ing data and form binary data, and to print the generated
binary data.
[0050] The horizontal sync signal generator 300 gen-
erates a horizontal sync signal using a beam detection
signal and a compensation value.
[0051] For example, since the beam detector 20 is in
position for the K and C light sources, the horizontal sync
signal generator 300 may generate horizontal sync sig-
nals for the K and C light sources by applying a prede-
termined time offset with reference to the beam detection
signals, that is, BD (K, C). In this case, the compensation
value is not required.
[0052] However, since the beam detector 20 is not in
position for the M and Y light sources, the horizontal sync
signal generator 300 may generate horizontal sync sig-
nals for the M and Y light sources by applying compen-

sation values and a predetermined time offset with ref-
erence to the beam detection signals, that is, BD (K, C).
[0053] According to a first exemplary embodiment, the
horizontal sync signal generator 300 may generate hor-
izontal sync signals for the plurality of reflective surfaces
using a plurality of time offset counters corresponding to
the plurality of reflective surfaces.
[0054] The horizontal sync signal generator 300 may
include a receiver which receives the beam detection sig-
nals output from the beam detector 20, a plurality of time
offset counters which receive the beam detection signals
and count a beam reflecting time during which each beam
is reflected from each of the plurality of reflective surfac-
es, and a comparator which compares the plurality of
beam reflecting times counted by the plurality of time
offset counters and the compensation values calculated
for the reflective surfaces, and, if the beam reflecting time
and the compensation value are consistent with each
other, generates a horizontal sync signal for the corre-
sponding reflective surface, and outputs the horizontal
sync signal.
[0055] Each element of the horizontal sync signal gen-
erator 300 according to the first exemplary embodiment
will be explained in detail below with reference to FIG. 4.
[0056] According to a second exemplary embodiment,
the horizontal sync signal generator 300 may generate
horizontal sync signals for the plurality of reflective sur-
faces using periods of beam detection signals for the
plurality of reflective surfaces.
[0057] The horizontal sync signal generator may thus
include a receiver which receives the beam detection sig-
nals outputted from the beam detector, a time offset coun-
ter which receives the beam detection signals and counts
a beam reflecting time during which each beam is reflect-
ed, a period calculator which receives the beam detection
signals and calculates periods of the beam detection sig-
nals reflected from the plurality of reflective surfaces, a
determination unit which determines a compensation val-
ue to be applied to a corresponding reflective surface
from among the compensation values calculated by the
controller, using the periods of the beam detection sig-
nals reflected from the plurality of reflective surfaces, and
a comparator which compares the beam reflecting time
counted by the time offset counter and the determined
compensation value, and, if the beam reflecting time and
the compensation value are consistent with each other,
generates a horizontal sync signal for the corresponding
reflective surface and outputs the horizontal sync signal.
[0058] Each element of the horizontal sync signal gen-
erator 300 according to the second exemplary embodi-
ment will be explained in detail below with reference to
FIG. 6.
[0059] Referring back to FIG. 2, the communication
interface 400 may be configured to connect the image
forming apparatus 1000 to the printing control terminal
apparatus 2000, and may access the printing control ter-
minal apparatus 2000, for example, through a local area
network (LAN) or the internet, or may access the printing
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control terminal apparatus 2000 through a universal se-
rial bus (USB) port. The communication interface 400
may receive printing data from the printing control termi-
nal apparatus 2000. The received printing data may be
data having resolution of 1200x1200 dpi, or may be vec-
tor data or contone data.
[0060] The user interface 500 may include a plurality
of function keys through which a user sets or selects var-
ious functions supported by the image forming apparatus
1000, and may display a variety of information provided
by the image forming apparatus 1000. The user interface
500 may be implemented, for example, by combining a
monitor and a mouse, or by using an apparatus that im-
plements input and output simultaneously such as a
touch pad.
[0061] The storage 600 stores printing data which is
received through the communication interface 400. The
storage 600 may store a compensation value for each of
the plurality of reflective surfaces, which is calculated by
the controller 200 as described above.
[0062] Although one storage 600 is illustrated in the
present exemplary embodiment, the storage 600 may be
implemented including more than one storage element,
for example, by using a memory to store data and a mem-
ory to process commands.
[0063] As described above, the image forming appa-
ratus 1000 according to an exemplary embodiment may
generate a horizontal sync signal to compensate for a
deviation in the reflective surfaces of the polygon mirror
in order to prevent deterioration of printing quality.
[0064] FIG. 3 illustrates a laser scanning unit 100 which
is provided in an image forming apparatus according to
an exemplary embodiment.
[0065] Referring to FIG. 3, the laser scanning unit 100
according to the exemplary embodiment includes a plu-
rality of light sources 11 and 12, a beam detector 20, a
polygon mirror 30, a plurality of reflective mirrors 51, 52,
53, and 54, and a plurality of photosensitive media 41,
42, 44, and 44.
[0066] The plurality of light sources 11 and 12 are dis-
posed on the left and the right with reference to the pol-
ygon mirror 30.
[0067] The light source 11 outputs beams correspond-
ing to black (BK) and cyan (C), and the light source 12
outputs beams corresponding to magenta (M) and yellow
(Y).
[0068] As described above with reference to FIG. 2,
the first light source 11 may output beams to form black
and cyan colors, and the other second light source 12
may output beams to form magenta and yellow colors.
The first light source 11 is horizontally divided with ref-
erence to the reflective surface of the polygon mirror so
that that an upper side outputs a beam to form black color
and a lower side outputs a beam to form cyan color. The
second light source 12 may be horizontally divided like
the first source so that the second light source 12 outputs
beams to form magenta and yellow colors.
[0069] The polygon mirror 30 is driven by a motor as

described above with reference to FIG. 2, and reflects
beams outputted from the plurality of light sources 11
and 12 at a predetermined angle.
[0070] The plurality of reflective mirrors 51, 52, 53, and
54 reflect the beams reflected from the polygon mirror
30 in predetermined directions and direct the beams to
enter surfaces of the plurality of photosensitive media
41, 42, 43, and 44, on which an image is formed.
[0071] The beam detector 20 includes a light sensor
to detect a beam as described above with reference to
FIG. 2. In the conventional image forming apparatus, the
same number of beam detectors as light sources are
provided. However, the image forming apparatus 1000
includes one beam detector 20 for one polygon mirror 30
as shown in FIG. 3. The beam detector 20 detects one
beam that is outputted from one of the plurality of light
sources (i.e., light source 11) and reflected from the pol-
ygon mirror 30, and generates a beam detection signal.
The generated beam detection signal may be used to
generate a horizontal sync signal to compensate for an
error between scan lines.
[0072] Hereinafter, the horizontal sync signal genera-
tor 300 to generate a horizontal sync signal for a light
source that does not have the beam detector 20 will be
explained. The horizontal sync signal for the light source
that has the beam detector 20 may be generated by ap-
plying a predetermined time offset to the beam detection
signal. However, the horizontal sync signal for the light
source that does not have the beam detector 20 should
be generated in consideration of a deviation in the reflec-
tive surfaces of the polygon motor 30. Therefore, the fol-
lowing horizontal sync signal generator 300 is required.
[0073] FIG. 4 illustrates the horizontal sync signal gen-
erator according to the first exemplary embodiment.
[0074] The horizontal sync signal generator 300 ac-
cording to the first exemplary embodiment may generate
horizontal sync signals for the plurality of reflective sur-
faces using a plurality of time offset counters correspond-
ing to the plurality of reflective surfaces.
[0075] The horizontal sync signal generator 300 ac-
cording to the first exemplary embodiment includes a re-
ceiver 310, a plurality of time offset counters 320, and a
comparator 330.
[0076] The receiver 310 may be referred to as a BD
sync detector and receives a beam detection signal out-
put from the beam detector 20. The receiver 310 gener-
ates a signal to operate the time offset counters 320 ac-
cording to the received detection signal.
[0077] The receiver 310 may generate a control signal
(CLK Phase Control) to match a clock phase with the
beam detection signal, and may provide the control signal
to a clock generation unit 210 of the image forming ap-
paratus 1000.
[0078] The plurality of time offset counters 320 perform
a counter operation according to the beam detection sig-
nal of the receiver 310. Specifically, if a first beam detec-
tion signal is received, the first time offset counter 321 is
driven and performs a counter operation, and, if a second
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beam detection signal is received, the second time offset
counter 322 is driven and performs a counter operation.
In this way, if an Nth beam detection signal is received,
the Nth time offset counter may be driven. N indicates
the number of reflective surfaces of the polygon mirror.
Accordingly, in the present exemplary embodiment, N=4
and thus four time offset counters may be included.
[0079] Results of counting by the plurality of time offset
counters 320, that is, a plurality of beam reflecting times,
may be transmitted to the comparator 330.
[0080] The comparator 330 compares the plurality of
beam reflecting times counted by the plurality of time
offset counters 320 and the compensation values calcu-
lated for the reflective surfaces, respectively, and gener-
ates a horizontal sync signal for a corresponding reflec-
tive surface and outputs the horizontal sync signal.
[0081] The comparator 300 compares the plurality of
beam reflecting times counted by the plurality of time
offset counters 320 with values that are calculated by
applying a predetermined offset to the compensation val-
ues calculated by the controller 200, and, if the beam
reflecting time and the compensation value are consist-
ent with each other, generates a horizontal sync signal
for the reflective surface corresponding to the time offset
counter having the consistent value, initializes the time
offset counter having the consistent value, and leaves
the time offset counter idle until a next beam detection
is input.
[0082] The compensation value is calculated by the
controller 200 as described above and will be explained
below with reference to FIG. 5.
[0083] FIG. 5 illustrates the horizontal sync signal
which is generated in the image forming apparatus ac-
cording to the first exemplary embodiment.
[0084] The controller 200 may calculate compensation
values to generate horizontal sync signals for the M and
Y light sources, which do not have the beam detector 20.
[0085] In the first exemplary embodiment, a compen-
sation value for a certain reflective surface may be cal-
culated by adding periods of light detection signals of the
plurality of reflective surfaces except for the certain re-
flective surface. Accordingly, the compensation value
calculated for the certain reflective surface may be great-
er than the period of the beam detection signal of the
certain reflective surface.
[0086] For example, if the polygon mirror 30 is rotated
in an order of first surface, second surface, third surface,
fourth surface, and first surface with respect to the K and
C light sources, then the reflective surfaces proceed in
an order of second surface, third surface, fourth surface,
first surface, and second surface with respect to the M
and Y light sources. Accordingly, since the first surface
reaches the M and Y light sources after the second sur-
face, the third surface, and the fourth surface, the com-
pensation value of the first surface for the M and Y light
sources may be obtained by adding the period of the
beam detection signal of the second surface, the period
of the beam detection signal of the third surface, and the

period of the beam detection signal of the fourth surface.
[0087] Referring to FIG. 5, the horizontal sync signal
(HSYNC (M, Y)) of the first surface for the M and Y light
sources is equal to the total of the period (2) of the beam
detection signal of the second surface, the period (3) of
the beam detection signal of the third surface, the period
(4) of the beam detection signal of the fourth surface, and
a predetermined offset value.
[0088] As a result, the horizontal sync signal with a
constant real time offset can be generated for the M and
Y light sources which do not have the beam detector 20
using the above-described compensation value.
[0089] On the other hand, if the polygon mirror 30 is
rotated in the opposite direction in order of the first sur-
face, the fourth surface, the third surface, the second
surface, and the first surface with respect to the K and C
light sources, the reflective surfaces proceed in order of
the second surface, the first surface, the fourth surface,
the third surface, and the second surface with respect to
the M and Y light sources. Accordingly, since the first
surface reaches the M and Y light sources after the sec-
ond surface, the compensation value of the first surface
for the M and Y light sources may be obtained based on
the period of the beam detection signal of the second
surface. If such a small compensation value is calculated
by changing the rotation direction, a problem of an inexact
horizontal sync signal being generated due to an accu-
mulation of minor errors caused by the time offset
counters can be minimized.
[0090] The horizontal sync signal generator 300 ac-
cording to the first exemplary embodiment has been de-
scribed above, but the horizontal sync signal generator
may be implemented by using a following horizontal sync
signal generator 300’ as shown in FIG. 6.
[0091] FIG. 6 illustrates the horizontal sync signal gen-
erator according to the second exemplary embodiment.
[0092] According to the second exemplary embodi-
ment, the horizontal sync signal generator 300’ may gen-
erate horizontal sync signals for the plurality of reflective
surfaces using periods of beam detection signals of the
plurality of reflective surfaces.
[0093] The horizontal sync signal generator 300’ ac-
cording to the second exemplary embodiment includes
a receiver 310, a time offset counter 320’, a comparator
330’, a period calculator 340, and a determination unit
350.
[0094] The receiver 310 may be referred to as a BD
sync detector and receives a beam detection signal de-
tected by the beam detector 20. The receiver 310 gen-
erates a signal to operate the time offset counter 320’
according to the received beam detection signal.
[0095] Also, the receiver 310 may generate a control
signal (CLK Phase Control) to match a clock phase with
the beam detection signal and may provide the control
signal to a clock generation unit 210 of the image forming
apparatus 1000.
[0096] The time offset counter 320’ performs a counter
operation according to the beam detection signal of the
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receiver 310.
[0097] Unlike in the first exemplary embodiment, a sin-
gle time offset counter is provided in the second exem-
plary embodiment and performs a counter operation eve-
ry time that the beam detection signal is input, and pro-
vides a result of counting, that is, a beam reflecting time,
to the comparator 330’ and the period calculator 340.
[0098] The period calculator 340 receives the beam
detection signals and calculates periods of the beam de-
tection signals reflected from the plurality of reflective
surfaces. Specifically, the period calculator 340 receives
the beam detection signals from the receiver 310 and
calculates the periods of the beam detection signals re-
flected from the plurality of reflective surfaces.
[0099] In the second exemplary embodiment, the pe-
riod calculator 340 is included in the horizontal sync sig-
nal generator 300’ and calculates the periods of the beam
detection signals. However, the period calculator 340
may be included in the controller 200’ so that the control-
ler 200’ itself can calculate the periods of the beam de-
tection signals.
[0100] The determination unit 350 determines a com-
pensation value to be applied to a corresponding reflec-
tive surface from among the compensation values cal-
culated by the controller 200’ using the periods of the
beam detection signals reflected from the plurality of re-
flective surfaces. The determination unit 350 sets a sur-
face having a minimum period as a first surface, using
the periods of the beam detection signals reflected from
the plurality of reflective surfaces that are calculated by
the period calculator 340. The determination unit 350 de-
fines a second surface, a third surface, and a fourth sur-
face in rotating order with reference to the first surface,
and determines a compensation value to be applied to
the corresponding reflective surface from among the
compensation values for the reflective surfaces calculat-
ed by the controller 200’, and provides the compensation
value to the comparator 330’.
[0101] The compensation values calculated by the
controller 200’ will be explained in detail below with ref-
erence to FIG. 7.
[0102] Referring back to FIG. 6, the comparator 330’
compares the beam reflecting time which is calculated
by the time offset counter 320’ with the compensation
value which is determined by the determination unit 350,
and generates a horizontal sync signal for the corre-
sponding reflective surface. The comparator 330’ com-
pares the reflecting time counted by the time offset coun-
ter 320’ with a value that is obtained by applying a pre-
determined time offset to the compensation value deter-
mined by the determination unit 350. If the reflecting time
and the value are consistent with each other, the com-
parator 330’ generates a horizontal sync signal for the
corresponding reflective surface, initializes the time off-
set counter, and leaves the time offset value idle until a
next beam detection signal is input.
[0103] FIG. 7 illustrates the horizontal sync signal
which is generated in the image forming apparatus ac-

cording to the second exemplary embodiment.
[0104] The controller 200’ may calculate a compensa-
tion value to generate a horizontal sync signal for the M
and Y light sources which do not have the beam detector
20 as described above.
[0105] In the second exemplary embodiment, the hor-
izontal sync signals (HSYNC (M, Y)) for the M and Y light
sources are generated by applying the compensation val-
ues calculated for the reflective surfaces with reference
to one beam detection signal.
[0106] In the second exemplary embodiment, the com-
pensation value may be calculated using the following
equation: 

wherein i is a number of a reflective surface (i>o, an in-
teger), Ci is a compensation value for the reflective sur-
face i, BDi is a period of a beam detection signal reflected
from the reflective surface i, m is a gap between reflective
surfaces of the polygon mirror which output video signals
simultaneously, and Ci=0.
[0107] For example, referring to FIG. 7, if a reflective
surface that has a minimum period from among the pe-
riods of the beam detection signals reflected from the
plurality of reflective surfaces is defined as a first surface,
the compensation values may be calculated as follows:

compensation value of the first surface (C1)=0;

compensation value of the second surface
(C2)=BD2(2)-BD1(1);

compensation value of the third surface
(C3)=C2+(BD3(3)-BD2(2))=BD3(3)-BD1(1); and

compensation value of the fourth surface
(C4)=C3+(BD4(4)-BD3(3))=BD4(4)-BD1(1).

[0108] As described above, the horizontal sync signal
generator 300 can generate the horizontal sync signals
for the M and Y light sources which do not have the beam
detector 20 considering the deviation in the reflective sur-
faces of the polygon mirror. The light sources that do not
have the beam detector 20 are the M and Y light sources
in the present exemplary embodiments, but may be set
differently according to a manufacturer and are not lim-
ited to this setup.
[0109] According to various exemplary embodiments,
the image forming apparatus 1000 appropriately com-
pensates for the deviation in the reflective surfaces of
the polygon mirror 30, so that image quality can be pre-
vented from deteriorating.
[0110] FIG. 8 illustrates a result of printing by applying
a horizontal sync signal according to an exemplary em-
bodiment.
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[0111] View (a) of FIG. 8 illustrates a result of printing
by applying a horizontal sync signal which compensates
for a deviation in reflective surfaces of the polygon mirror.
[0112] View (b) of FIG. 8 illustrates a result of printing
by applying a horizontal sync signal without compensat-
ing for the deviation in the reflective surfaces of the pol-
ygon mirror.
[0113] If the deviation in the reflective surfaces of the
polygon mirror is not compensated for, black and cyan
colors maintain the same time offset and thus generate
video data signals (VDO Data), but magenta and yellow
colors are not constantly formed in a horizontal direction
due to the different time offsets and shows a pattern hav-
ing periods as many as a number of surfaces.
[0114] Thus, image deterioration may occur as shown
in view (b) of FIG. 8. This may be called moiré which is
one of the image deterioration phenomenons.
[0115] FIG. 9 illustrates a method of forming an image
of the image forming apparatus 1000 according to an
exemplary embodiment.
[0116] The image forming apparatus 1000, which in-
cludes the plurality of photosensitive media, the plurality
of light sources, and the polygon mirror including the plu-
rality of reflective surfaces, outputs a plurality of beams
through the plurality of light sources at operation S910,
and deflects the plurality of output beams into the plurality
of photosensitive media using the plurality of reflective
surfaces of the polygon mirror at operation S920.
[0117] The polygon mirror recited herein may include
a motor and may be rotated at a constant speed, and
may reflect the plurality of beams toward the plurality of
photosensitive media.
[0118] The beam detector 20 receives one beam which
is outputted from one of the plurality of light sources and
reflected from the polygon mirror, and outputs a beam
detection signal at operation S930.
[0119] A compensation value for each of the plurality
of reflective surfaces is calculated using a period of the
beam detection signal for each of the plurality of reflective
surfaces at operation S940.
[0120] According to the first exemplary embodiment,
a compensation value for a certain reflective surface from
among the plurality of reflective surfaces may be calcu-
lated by adding periods of the beam detection signals for
the plurality of reflective surfaces except for the certain
reflective surface.
[0121] On the other hand, a compensation value in the
second exemplary embodiment is calculated using the
following equation: 

[0122] The compensation value is calculated using the
above equation. Herein, Ci is a compensation value for
the reflective surface i, BDi is a period of a beam detection

signal reflected from the reflective surface i, m is a gap
between reflective surfaces of the polygon mirror which
output video signals simultaneously, and Ci=0.
[0123] A horizontal sync signal is generated using the
beam detection signal and the calculated compensation
value at operation S950.
[0124] Output of a video data signal may be controlled
with reference to the generated horizontal sync signal.
[0125] The method of forming the image of the image
forming apparatus shown in FIG. 9 may be executed in
the image forming apparatus 1000 having the configura-
tion of FIG. 2, or may be executed in image forming ap-
paratuses having any other configuration.
[0126] The methods according to the various exem-
plary embodiments described above may be pro-
grammed and may be stored in various storage media.
Accordingly, the methods according to the above-de-
scribed exemplary embodiments may be implemented
in various kinds of electronic apparatuses that execute
the storage media.
[0127] According to the above-described exemplary
embodiments, an image forming apparatus can be im-
plemented which can prevent deterioration of printing
quality by generating a horizontal sync signal to compen-
sate for deviations in the reflective surfaces of the poly-
gon mirror.
[0128] The present general inventive concept can also
be embodied as computer-readable codes on a compu-
ter-readable medium. The computer-readable medium
can include a computer-readable recording medium and
a computer-readable transmission medium. The compu-
ter-readable recording medium is any data storage de-
vice that can store data as a program which can be there-
after read by a computer system. Examples of the com-
puter-readable recording medium include a semiconduc-
tor memory device, a read-only memory (ROM), a ran-
dom-access memory (RAM), CD-ROMs, magnetic
tapes, floppy disks, and optical data storage devices. The
computer-readable recording medium can also be dis-
tributed over network coupled computer systems so that
the computer-readable code is stored and executed in a
distributed fashion. The computer-readable transmission
medium can transmit carrier waves or signals (e.g., wired
or wireless data transmission through the Internet). Also,
functional programs, codes, and code segments to ac-
complish the present general inventive concept can be
easily construed by programmers skilled in the art to
which the present general inventive concept pertains.
[0129] Specifically, according to an exemplary embod-
iment, a non-transitory computer readable medium can
store a program to perform, in sequence, deflecting a
plurality of beams output from a plurality of light sources
into a plurality of photosensitive media using a plurality
of reflective surfaces of a polygon mirror, receiving one
beam that is output from one of the plurality of light sourc-
es and reflected from the polygon mirror, and outputting
a beam detection signal, calculating a compensation val-
ue for each of the plurality of reflective surfaces using a
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period of the beam detection signal of each of the plurality
of reflective surfaces, and generating a horizontal sync
signal using the beam detection signal and the compen-
sation value.
[0130] Although a few embodiments of the present in-
vention have been shown and described, it will be ap-
preciated by those skilled in the art that changes may be
made in these embodiments without departing from the
principles of the invention, the scope of which is defined
in the appended claims.

Claims

1. An image forming apparatus comprising:

a plurality of photosensitive media;
a light source unit which comprises a plurality of
light sources;
a polygon mirror which is arranged to deflect a
plurality of beams output from the plurality of
light sources into the plurality of photosensitive
media using a plurality of reflective surfaces;
a beam detector arranged to receive one beam
that is output from one of the plurality of light
sources and reflected from the polygon mirror
during a rotating process of the polygon mirror,
and to output a beam detection signal;
a controller arranged to calculate compensation
values for the plurality of reflective surfaces us-
ing periods of the beam detection signals of the
plurality of reflective surfaces; and
a horizontal sync signal generator arranged to
receive the beam detection signal, and to count
beam reflecting times during which the beams
are reflected from the plurality of reflective sur-
faces, and to compare the plurality of counted
beam reflecting times and the compensation
values calculated for the reflective surfaces, re-
spectively, to generate a horizontal sync signal
for a corresponding reflective surface according
to the comparison result, and to provide the hor-
izontal sync signal to the light source unit.

2. The image forming apparatus as claimed in claim 1,
wherein the horizontal sync signal generator com-
prises:

a receiver which receives the beam detection
signal outputted from the beam detector;
a plurality of time offset counters which receive
the beam detection signal and counts beam re-
flecting times during which the plurality of beams
are reflected from the plurality of reflective sur-
faces; and
a comparator which compares the beam reflect-
ing times calculated by the plurality of time offset
counters with the compensation values calcu-

lated for the reflective surfaces, respectively,
generates a horizontal sync signal for a corre-
sponding reflective surface, and outputs the hor-
izontal sync signal.

3. The image forming apparatus as claimed in claim 1
or 2, wherein the controller calculates a compensa-
tion value for a certain reflective surface from among
the plurality of reflective surfaces by adding periods
of the beam detection signal for the plurality of re-
flective surfaces except for the certain reflective sur-
face.

4. The image forming apparatus as claimed in any one
of claims 1 to 3, wherein the controller calculates the
compensation value for each of the plurality of re-
flective surfaces as a value greater than the period
of the beam detection signal of each of the plurality
of reflective surfaces.

5. A method of forming an image using an image form-
ing apparatus which comprises a plurality of photo-
sensitive media, a plurality of light sources, and a
polygon mirror comprising a plurality of reflective sur-
faces, the method comprising:

deflecting a plurality of beams outputted from
the plurality of light sources into the plurality of
photosensitive media using the plurality of re-
flective surfaces of the polygon mirror;
receiving one beam that is outputted from one
of the plurality of light sources and reflected from
the polygon mirror, and outputting a correspond-
ing beam detection signal;
calculating compensation values for the plurality
of reflective surfaces using periods of the beam
detection signal; and
receiving the beam detection signal and count-
ing beam reflecting times during which the plu-
rality of beams are reflected from the plurality of
reflective surfaces, and comparing the counted
beam reflecting times with the compensation
values calculated for the reflective surfaces, re-
spectively, and generating a horizontal sync sig-
nal for a corresponding reflective surface.

6. The method as claimed in claim 5, wherein the gen-
erating the horizontal sync signal comprises:

receiving the beam detection signal output from
the beam detector;
receiving the beam detection signal and count-
ing beam reflecting times during which the plu-
rality of beams are reflected from the plurality of
reflective surfaces; and
comparing the counted beam reflecting times
with the compensation values calculated for the
reflective surfaces, respectively, generating a
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horizontal sync signal for a corresponding re-
flective surface, and outputting the horizontal
sync signal.

7. The method as claimed in claim 5 or 6, wherein the
calculating the compensation values comprises: cal-
culating a compensation value for a certain reflective
surface from among the plurality of reflective surfac-
es by adding periods of the beam detection signal
for the plurality of reflective surfaces except for the
certain reflective surface.

8. The method as claimed in claim 5 or 6, wherein the
calculating the compensation values comprises cal-
culating the compensation value for each of the plu-
rality of reflective surfaces as a value greater than
the period of the beam detection signal of each of
the plurality of reflective surfaces.
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